Within the framework of QCD, non-leading particle production in e+e-annihilation is governed by gluon fragmentation, triggered by the disruption of the vacuum by the color charge, and thus is expected to be independent of the flavor of the leading quarks. It has been suggested""] that this hypothesis can be tested in heavy quark events by comparing the mean non-leading charged multiplicity -charged particles not resulting from the decay of the heavy hadrons -with the mean charged multiplicity of e+e-annihilation at the center-of-mass energy equal to-the mean energy available to the non-leading system. If instead this property is assumed, then a measurement of the non-leading multiplicity can be used to constrain the mean energy fraction (ZE) = Ehadron/Ebeam carried off by the heavy hadron after hadronization?
The mean non-leading multiplicity (Ed!) in e+e-annihilation to c and b quarks has been measured at E,, between 29 and 42 GeV,[31 and provides support for the hypothesis of flavor independence. In this Letter, we present the first measurement of the mean non-leading multiplicity of 2 --) b$ events. The higher non-leading energy associated with heavy quark production at this energy is in a region for which the total multiplicity is well measured, and which is far from heavy quark production thresholds. This permits a more meaningful comparison with the lower energy total multiplicity data than was previously possible. In addition, the resulting measurement of (zE)~ has systematic errors independent of those associated with the extraction of (SE)* from the lepton spectrum in Z-, bb events!'
The data reported here were taken with the Mark II detectorL5' at the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) d uring 1990. Charged particle tracking employed three de- We have separated the 2 + b8 multiplicity into two components: one associated with the decay of the B hadrons ('dlc'), and one associated with the remaining non-leading system ('#), since the former is well constrained by data from the T(4S). ?&jk = 11.01 f 0.21 is the sum of twice the B hadron decay multiplicity of 5.44 f 0.14 tracks from the T(4S)t""21 with a correction of 0.13 f 0.06 tracks to account for B, and B baryons!"] The constants Ci,j account for the effects of detector acceptance and inefficiencies, and the multiplicity bias introduced by the tag. The Ci,i were evaluated with the MC detector simulation as the ratio _ of the number of reconstructed tracks to generated charged multiplicity tracks for the given sample (tagged, hadronic, 2 -+ udsc, etc.). We include in the generated multiplicity any charged track which is prompt, or is the decay product of a particle with a mean lifetime less than 3 x 10-l' s. The MC estimates the fraction of 2 --) b5 A list of systematic errors which contribute at least a 0.1 track uncertainty to the measurement of 6Eb is presented in Table 1 . Available hadronic data[15' provide a tight constraint on the modelling of 2 -+ udsc decays, and the resulting uncertainty on the constants Ci,udsc is small. Likewise, kinematic data from the T(4S)""' constrain the leading constants Ci,dk. In the case of the non-leading constants C+l, however, no empirical constraint exists. In this case, the uncertainty has been estimated by varying the charged energy fraction of the non-leading system from 0.50 to 0.67, corresponding to pure I=f (kaon-like) and pure I=1 (pion-like) production.
Varying over wide ranges the parameters within LUND that control the hardness ..-and-angular spread of fragmentation products had little effect on the Ci,nl. This accounts for the fact that the quantity we measure is (?T(E,l)), rather than
The solid line in Figure 1 represents the results of a fit of the multiplicity data to the leading-logarithm approximation (LLA) inspired formt2'] Khaa = a + b -exp [&ii] . In this fit, the contribution from bg and CZ production has been removed, since no significant heavy quark production is expected for the nonleading system. At 29 GeV, the comparison of the b& and ci? multiplicity measurements with the total hadronic charged multiplicity yields a heavy quark correction of -1.2 f 0.5 tracks. The LUND MC has been used to extend this correction to other energies. The uncertainty in this correction is reflected by the dotted lines in - Figure 1 . Comparing the non-leading multiplicity points with the heavy quark corrected fit, it is seen that the addition of this measurement at higher energy serves to further support the flavor independence of non-leading particle production.
To extract (ZCE)b, the total multiplicity data have been re-fit to the LLA form in the region between 12 and 60 GeV, and the fit modified to take into account at their corresponding mean non-leading energies. The fit, with its one standard deviation range, is to the total multiplicity data after removing the effects of heavy I --quark production. ..--_
